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Faculty Vetoes
Final Exam
Requirement
By PAUL BRAUN

Steve Peacher and AI Brite, electrical engineering students at UMR, show boy scouts
electronic wizardry during Merit Badget University Day, last Saturday, sponsored by
Beta Chi Sigma.
( Photo by Cook)

For the Students ofUMR
Volume 68, Number 21

Thursday, February 28, 1980

On January 22, the General
Faculty of UMR held a special
meeting to consider a veto of
the action taken by the
Academic
Council
on
November 29, 1979, concerning
final
examinations.
The
meeting, which resulted from a
petition signed by III faculty
members, was called to discuss
the Academic Council's action
which required all students to
participate in final exams.
After a motion to v eto the action
and a period of discussion, the
veto was carried by a vote of 51
in favor and 17 opposed. Thus
the action of the Academic
Council was nullified.
According to Professor Frank
G. Walters of the Computer
Science
Department,
the
organizer of the repeal, the
faculty decided to veto the
Academic Council 's action for
several different reasons. One
of the difficulties with the
proposal was that it failed to
address several of the areas
that should be covered by a
comprehensive exam policy.
Some of the specific faculty
complaints were : It didn ' t
address the problem of reaffirming that final's week is a
. part of the semester and should

Proposed to Academic Council--

Alcohol Regulation Changes Considered
By CHRIS NOONAN
Changes are now under way
that could affect ' those UMR
students who enjoy a few beers
once in a while. These changes
consist of revisions to section
Xl. 7 (p. 54) of the Student
Academic . Regulations in the
'79-'80 Manual of Information.
This is the section on alcoholic
beverages.
Present wording of this
section
prohiblts
the

Your Mug is the
only ticket in to
the Extravaganza
on Thursday of
St Pat's

"possession or consumption of
alcoholic beverages by students
or their guests on UMR
property or on the premises of
UMR-supervised housing."
Also., " UMR organizations. a
substantial number of whose
members consist of students
under the age of 21, shall not
permit the drinking or serving
oi alcoholic beverages at any
function or meeting of the
organization ...
Roughly translated, these two

statements mean absolutely no
alcohol at almost every student
function .
This prohibition is one major
reason
why
student
organizations are unable to
obtain a liquor license to s'ell
beer to those over the age of 21.
Due to the rigidity of these
rules they ' are practically
unenforceable and they show a
lack of attention on the part of
the University toward the social
atmosphere at most functions .
By allowing these regulations
to remain on the books while
not being enforced, UMR also
shows som e lack of attention to
its own well being, because it is
ea ~'t!' lu v.r ove lue Univt!n~'lY
negligent should there be an
" accident" involving alcohol.

The changes that have been
proposed could change most of
these unpleasant situations.
The proposed modifications
would
conceivably
allow
student organizations to get
liquor licenses for their parties
and other functions . These
changes could also make it
more difficult to prove the
University negligent in the
event of an " accident. "
Although these proposed
changes could result in a
in
University
loosening
regulations
concerning
alcoholic bevera ges at student
fun ctions, Missouri drinking
laws will sti ll apply and thus the
sale of alcohol to a minor will
rema in illegal.

be a learning experience for all
students. But as Pro!. Walters
pointed out, a learning experience can be other things
bes ides a comprehensive final.
It could be a review of material
covered by the course, a
summ a ry of a class proj ect. or
possibly be just a last test
durin g F inal's Week.
What it shouldn't be is a waste
of student's time, such as when
a student goes to class, the
instructor takes roll and then
dismisses the class without ever
doing anything useful to the
. student.
Furthermore, the action fails
to address the problems of
students' requests to avoid
taking exams during the last
week in school. This could also
be extended to include what is
to be done with the final exams
of graduating seniors and
students who would like to be
excused from their fin als.
Several other areas in question included th at it added a
lot of responsibility for the depart ment chairpersons, failed
to address how to schedule
finals and how to handle conflicts and multiple (more than
two) final exams on a single
given day during Final's Week
and that it interfered with the
instructor's control of the
course.
Thus because of these and
several other reasons, the
majority of the faculty decided
that this action was not in the
best interest of the academic
community and therefore, the
action of the Academic Council
was nullified by the faculty 's
veto.
As far as the effects of this
entire episode of the average
UMR student, there really isn 't
any . The policy on final
examination at UMR is the
same as it has been since the
early 1970s; a two hour
examination, optional with the
instructor in all lecture and
laboratory classes ; special
exams must be approved by the
Dean ; three finals scheduled in
one day, move one to another
day ; four exams in a day, move
two.
As a final note, Walters stated
(Continued on Page 3)

Coffeehouse Features
Student Talent
ThIs Friday, February 29, at
8:00 p.m. In the Sf. Pat 's
Ballroom the Student Union
Board will be featuring Student
Talent Night. With U.M.R.
students playing In a variety of
coffeehouse style performances
including folk, COUDtry and
popular guitar and plano music
and vocals along with a rock
band. F ollowing along the lines
of previous Student Talent
Nights no prizes will be
awarded In order to create a
more loose atmosphere for

students to have greater enjoyment of the performances.
For a fine evening of entertainment
provided
by

U.M.R. students come to
Student Talent Night at 8:00
p.m . Friday In St. Pat's
Ballroom. Be there I

This week starts a fo ur-part series on the history of the
energy crisis, entitled " How To Create An Energy Crisis"
written by Dr. Dominick T. Armentano. Dr. Armentano is a
professor of economics at the University of Hartford, and is
the author of "The Myths of Antitrust: Economic Theory and
Legal Cases". This series of articles chronicles the energy
cr isis , squarely pointing the finger at the federal government. See page 4.
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( Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work t~t one out! Recei~ing a
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student's attention on Ute part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Tonight at 8:00 p.m. in
Centennial Hall. the Alpha·
Omega Players will perform
the
hilarious
comedy
Ad·
"Marriage-Go-Round."
mission is free. with the public
being admitted If space is
available.
Tomorrow night UMR's most
promising students take to
bright lights at S.U .B.'s StUdent
Talent Night. This star studded
line up will include various
musical performances from
guitarists. pianists, and band.
For an enjoyable evening of
Ozarks rinest, be at Centennial
Hall at 8:00 p.m. Admission is
free.
On March 7, S. U.B. will be sh·
owing a climbing mm entitled
"El'Capitan." This mm is about
four climbers' three day trek on
the face of Yosemite Valley's
famed El Capitan. Showtime is
at 7:00 p.m. in the St. Pat's
Ballroom .
Then on March 9, an evening
of suspense, drama, and
genuine terror comes to Cen·
tennial Hall as S.U .B. presents
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho."
This movie is about a young
woman, Maria Crane, who
steals a forture and in her
escape encounters a warped,
mother·obsessed young man,
Norman Bates.
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THURSDAY

WENESDAY

TONJGIlT'S MOVIES
Battle of Chili - Part II. You need not bave seen Part I to appreciate this
powerful documentary. Each part stands on Its own. To Die for One's
Country, a Cuban film, will also be shown, Thursday, 7:30 p.m. in the ME
AudItorium. $2.00 at !be door.

WESLEY
Wednesday's meeting at 6:00 p.m. will feature Dr. Aughenbaugh. He will
be giving a slide presentation on Underground Housing.

ASCE
On Wednesday, March S, at 7:00 p.m. In room 114 of the Civil Engineering

UPSILON PI EPSILON
Upsilon Pi Epsilon, a national computer science honorary, will have a
meeting next Thursday, March 6th, at 7:00 p .m. in Room 321 01 !be Math'
ComplUer Science Building. All members are asked to attend, as several
Important topics will be discussed.

Building, the UMR Student Chapter of the American Society of Civil
Engineers will have a meeting. The IllIest speaker will be Mr. Patrick T.
Karney of !be Metropohtan St. Louis Sewer District who will be "PUking on
Wastewater Treatment. Refreshments will be served and memllenhips will
be available after !be meeting. A door prize will be given away and everypne
Is invited to attend.
.

BTAKAPPANU
There will be a general bUiiness meeting of the Eta Kappa Nu honor
society on Thursday, February 211 at 6:30 p .m. in Room lOS of the EE
building. TIle candidates will be voted on and pledge invitations will be senl
out, so all actives please attend.

ACII
The Association lor Computing Machinery will hold its meeting on Wed·
nesday, Marc:h5,atap.m . in Room t04 M.E . The gllest speaker is Mr. Dennis
Letterman of Hewlett Packard, ....ho will speak on distributed systems. All
members and friends are urged to attend.

DC
The next regular meeting of the Intercollegiate Knights will be Thursday,
February 28, at 7:00 p.m . in !be Mark Twain Room.

CAVINGa.UB
The M.S.M. Spelunkers' Club explores Missouri's four thousand known
caves. Meetings are at 6: tSp.m . Wednesdays in 305 Norwood Hall .
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NATIONAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY COMPETITION
Engineering students : You ' re invited to compete in a national Energy
Efficiency Competition. Urban Scientific and Educational Research is ac'
cepting applications until March 30. t980. If you think you can design a water
heater, refrigerator·freezer, or air·conditioner that saves energy. you could
win national awards. For more information contact USER at P .O. Box t9112,
20th Street Station, Washington , D.C. 20036. That USER. Box 19112, 20th
Street Station. Washington. D.C. 20036.
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SATURDAY
ENGINEERING IN TRAINING EXAMINATION
FIRST ANNUAL UMR GATERFEST
To help all Miners get psyched for St. Pat 's 1980 Alpha Epsilon Pi invites
you to our First Annual UMR Gaterfest. Green brew, Crocodile lea, and lots
of good tunes will all start flowing at 8:00 Saturday night. We hope to see you
dancing and gatering the night away at AEPi. K4 Fraternity Row . Be there,
aloha!

If you are a stude nt graduating from an accredited engineering curriculum

in May, June or December. 1980. yo u are eligible to take the Engineering in
Training Examination on Saturday, April 19. 1980, from 8:00 a .m. to 5:00 p.m .
a t the University of Missouri·Rolla .
Application forms for the ElT are available In the Civil Engineering Office.
Room lit of the Butler·Ca rlton Civi l Engineering Hall . The application must
be completed and mailed. along with a check for $10.00 direc tly to :

TUESDAY
UMR PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Pistol Club is currently meeting on Tuesday nights from 6:30'
8:30 p.m . in the basement of the ROTC building t located between the UMR
Library and the Electrical Engineering building ). All those interested are
welcome to stop by . If you have any questions call 364·8435 .

Missouri Board of Architects
Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors
P.O. Box 184
Jefferson City. MO 65101
The deadline for applications is March 5, 1980.

RITZ

PSICW

For Your Late

On Tuesday, March 4, an INITIATION of new members will be held at 6:45
p.m . in G·7, H·SS. Members and associate members are requested to attend .
At 7:00 p.m . the tape "Cults, Charisma and Mind Control" will be shown.
The speaker will be Dr. Robert Montgomery. Members. associate members
and public invited.

HELP!
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FRIDAY
AWA
The Arnold Whitewater Association and the Ozark Chapter 01 the Sierra
Club are co·sponsoring the 13th Annual Missouri Whitewater Championships,
March 15 and 16 on the St. Francis River near Fredericktown, Missouri.
Whitewater paddlers are invited to partiCipate and the public to watch this
exciting event. For more information contact: Matt Pross, IS N. Meramec
Av., Clayton, MO 63105, phone N 314·726.0656.
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Evening
Pleasure
(Separate Admissionl
Adults $2.50
lOs required
THIS FRI. &
SAT. at
11:00 P.M.

UMR SPORT PARACHUTE CLUB
The Sport Parachute Club will have a meeting Tuesday. March 4 In G·5 H·
SS at 7:30 p.m . Officers will be elected and plans for club equipment will be
discussed . Memberships will be taken and t·shirts Will be sold . Everyone is
welcome.

Til the Best St. Pat's EVER!
UPTOWN S hows 7:05 & 9
Matinee Sat. & S un. 2 p.m.

I I I

RITZ HELD OVER!
Shows 7:30 p.m.
NOMINATED 8
ACADEMY AWARDS
BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING
ACTOR
Robert Duvall
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She 's dangerous
when wet!
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Faculty Shortage--

Industry Steals College Professors
Four engineering professors
at the University of Illinois are
leaving for higher-paying jobs
in private industry, and Illinois
can't find anyone willing to
replace. them. Illinois, in fact,
can't persuade many of its
undergrad engineers to even
train to replace the departing
teachers.
U's happening all over. The
University of New Mexico is
having so much trouble hiring
new
engineering
faculty '
members that it is "borrowing"
engineers from area businesses
to lecture part time. The
Oregon State School of
Engineering, according to the
OSU Barometer, expects to lose
a quarter of its faculty at the
end of the year.
In all, the National Science
Foundation estimates there are
currenUy
2,000
vacant
engineering teaching poSitions
in American colleges and
universities. The problem of
filling the vacancies has gotten
so severe that some educators
fear for the discipline'S future
even as it ascends to a peak of
undergraduate popularity.
"U's a very real and very
serious problem," observes Dr.
Donald Marlowe of the
American
Society
for

Engineering Education. "The
future looks even bleaker."
Universities can't keep their
engineering faculty because
they can't match the salaries
regularly offered by private
industry.
The
College
Placement
Council
says
graduating
engineering seniors can expect
starting salaries of around
$20,000 this year. The average
salary of a full engineering
prof~r, by contrast, is just
$27,000.
The prospect for raising those
salaries and keeping faculty is
dim. "As you know," Marlowe
says, "this is a very tough time
for college financing."
Most colleges have responded
to the tension between increasing
undergraduate
enrollments and decreasing
numbersoffaculty members by
"stretching the system," and
cramming more students into
fewer classes.
Marlowe says class sizes are
now "worse than they were in
1947, when courses were
inundated by students just out
of the armed forces on the GI
Bill."
The overloading, he adds,
threatens the quality of
education. Much of the

engineering curriculum is lab
wn .. " ",h!~!l;s "not as readily
expanded as our lecture
courses.
"Laboratory classes can get
so overcrowded that experiments are done with two
students at the front of the
room, and with the rest just
watching them . Laboratory
experimentation becomes more
a demonstration. So at some
point, quality can deteriorate.
We may be getting to that point
Yet "recognition of the
problem hasn't reached the
level of college or business
presidents yet," so solutions are
far from being implemented.
Part of the solution, he says,
will involve convincing more
undergraduates to go on to
graduate work, and then to
teaching. There are actually
fewer students in graduatelevel engineering programs
than there were a decade ago.
An increasing percentage of
today's
engineering
grad
students, moreover, are foreign
students who will probably
leave the U.S. after graduation.
At the University of Florida,
graduate
engineering
enrollment has dropped 6.5
percent since 1973, despite a

UM Faculty Salaries Ranked
The American Association of
University Professors (AAUP)
provides an annual report on
salaries of instructional faculty
of Big 8-Big 10 public institutions. The report ranks
universities across the nation
by average salaries and fringe
benefits earned yearly by their
instructional staffs.

The last A.A.U.P. report lists
the earnings of a University of
Missouri professor at $28,300
ranking
U.M.
lowest of
seventeen public institutions.
The highest is a Michigan
professor earning $38,700.
U.M.s associate professors
rank fifteenth of seventeen,
with earnings of $22,700. The
highest is a Michigan associate
professor who earns $28,000.

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. The MISSOURI MINER features activities-of the students
and faculty of UMR.
Bill Frank
364-8115
Editor
Business Manager
Betsy Hawks
364-4780
Managing Editor
Bob Burchett
364-5156
News Editor
Marilyn Kolbet
364-7416
News Staff: Paul Braun , Ken Hardy, Mike Dunnermann, Mary Ford,
Karen Downer.
Features Editor
Linda Ponzer
364-3150
Features Staff: Diane Nau . Kate Busher , Bob Koenig, Cornelia
Hecker, Ray Luechenfeld. Sports Editor
Chris Ransom
364-8115
Sports Staff: John Crow, Gerry Goeke, Chris Wilson .
Photo Editor
Daryl Seck
364-9769
Photographers: Dave Caswell, Paul Schaeffer, Phil Cook .

Adnrtising DIrector

Stele Sontag

364-9885

Advertising Sales Staff: Cindi Monds, Rich Bee, Kim Hoffstetter.
Circulation: Mark Brown, Dean Hutson.
Faculty Adviser
Curtis Adams
341-4809
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of 56 per
semester.
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00
p_m. on Monday before printing on Thursday. We are subscribers to
tbe National News Bureau.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T·l,341-4235
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla., MO 65401
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baccalaureate degrees.
To try to solve the problem, a
bill has been introduced in the
state legislature that would give
free graduate tuition to top
undprcrr'lrtl1atp enl!;ineers.
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Lowest Of Seventeen--

By ROGER 14_RAKERS

doubled research budget that
promised potential students
bigger stipends. The stipends,
however, were not big enough to
compete with business salaries

and the lowest is a Nebraska
associate professor who earns
$22,400.
Assistant professor of U.M .
earn $18,900 and are ranked
thirteenth of seventeen institutions.
The
assistant
professors earning the highest
ranked salary are again at
Michigan. They earn $22,900.
Oklahoma's assistant professor
are the lowest of the seventeen
earning $18,700.
Instructors of U.M . earn
$14,800 and are ranked thirteenth of the seventeen .
Michigan State instructors earn
$18,700 and are the highest
paid.
The
lowest
are
Oklahoma instructors earning
$1 2.600.
The salaries alone for Rolla
instruction al staff members are
ranked the lowest in the U. M.
for professors who earn $26,300.
The Rolla associate professor is
second in U.M. earning, $21 ,200.
Assistant professor of Rolla are
third along with U.M.S.L. Both
earn $1700. Rolla instructors
rank second earning $13,800.
The average starting salary
of a U.M.R. graduate is approximately $19,800. This is
greater than the average
salaries of U.M.R. instructors
or assistant professors.

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rollo

364-7428
Mon .-6:30 p.m .
Thurs .-6 :30 p .m.
Saturday-Afternoon s
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Walters Organizes
Policy Repeal
(Continued from Pa~e 1)

that he had no plans at the
present time to propose his own
version of a new final policy.
This is simply because he isn't
sure how to write the "perfect"
final exam policy to satisfy all
parties involved or even if one
could ever be written.
While, he doesn't want to
write one, he does have several
good thoughts as. what might be
included in such a plan. From
ttu~

v;ewpn;nt ()!

th....

c:tll~lPn.

Walters' best idea is one which
would require that all students
would be informed as to how
their grades will be calculated
before the end of the free drgp
period (preferably during the
first week of the semester) in
written form by each instructor. · This information
would be very useful to the
average student and would teU
him exactly how each part of
the class contributes to his final
grade.

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

11 a .m .-9 p .m .

Forum Plaza

6 Ot _ Ribeye

8 Oz_ Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream .

OPTIONS LIST
New 1980 RX7 -S Model
4 speed trans ., a/ c, AM/FM stereo.

$7895 delivered
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Thursday, January 31, 1980
(Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out~ cei~ing a
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Energy Crisis: A History
By Dr. ARMENTANO
UDtvers1ty of Hartford
The early years of petroleum
industry development ( 18591911) are remarkable in that
they represent a virtual textbook example of a nearly
laissez-faire market economy.
There was little governmental
regulation or subsidization
during this period (no price
controls, entry restrictions, or
tariffs) and, not coincidentally,
the industry experienced a
phenomenal
growth
and
development of its resources.
Outputs of kerosene and related
products
were enormously
expanded and prices were
reduced throughout most of this
early period. And even though
these years of development
were dominated by Standard
Oil of New Jersey, the " Oil
Trust " was unable to prevent
the entry growth of many
competitors
(Shell,
Gulf,
Texaco, Sun, etc .) or prevent a
substantial decline in its own
consider able market share. In
short, the early years in
petroleum
were
both
unregulated and competitive
with no public crisis in either
the
price,
suppiy,
or
distribution of products. This is
not to imply that such conditions existed for other industries.
l'his early laissez-faire era
for petroleum ended rather
abruptly during World War I.
The war needs of the United
States and the Allies were such,
it was argued, that large and
steady amounts of diesel fuel
(the U.S. Navy was consuming
almost 6-million barrels by
1918) had to be produced and
diverted to wartime purposes.
Most of the wartime planning
arrangements in petroleum
were assigned to the "commodities . section"
of
the
Petroleum
War
Services
Committee and to the Oil
Division of the United States
Fuel
Administration.
The
chairman of the Petroleum War
Services Committee was A.C.
Bedford, President of the
world's
largest oil
firm,
Standard Oil of New Jersey,
and the director of the Oil
Division was a California
petroleum
engineer
( ~nd

protege of Herbert Hoover)
Mark Requa. Bedford's appointment was in itself quite a
remarkable development since,
as historian Carl Solberg has
written, only "six years after
the dissolution (of Standard Oil)
its chief executive officer was in
Washington
helping
direct

h..'i

terprise. It conSistently advocted strong state regulatory
control
over
crude
oil
production and a tariff on
foreign crude oil, and even
sanctioned the declaration of
force prorationing by armed
force in Texas and Oklahoma
during the early 1930s. (Much to

Comments
Thu rsday, February 28, 1980
Page 4
industry 's cooperation with
government. "
Even
more
interesting,
perhaps, is the fact that when
the War Services Committee
was dissolved at the end of the
hostilities, Bedford became the
chairman of the newly formed
trade association, the American
Petroleum Institute.
When the war ended, a strong
sentiment
existed
among
leading oil industry leaders for
continuing the National War
Service Committee's spirit of
cooperation and "supervised
competition " with respect to
the petroleum industry. For
example, most influential oil
spokesmen heartily approved of
President Coolidge's Federal
Oil
Conservation
Board
(created in 1924) , and most
endorsed that board's early
recommendations for compulsory
withholding
of
resources and even state
prorationing. The American
conPetroleum
Institute
Sistently advocated enforced
oil
"cooperation "
among
companies
and
various
regulatory schemes to limit
production. A majority of API
directors, led by the outspoken
Henry Doherty of Cities Service
Company,
favored
federal
regulation of production in 1927.
More explicitly interventionist,
the Independent Petroleum
Association of America (IPAA)
never even pretended to hide
behind the mantle of free en-
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Take $736 a year from the average wager earner and make

his employer matcb It for a total of $1,472 taken from eacb
worker. (If the employer did not pay the matching money, be
could pay It to the worker Instead.)
At this rate, the average worker .puts In a total of $54,464
over a period of 37 yean;. If the $1,472 per year were

the delight of the so-called •
"independents," by the way . :
East Texas crude oil prices rose :
from 10 cents a barrel in August :
deposited In a savings account at 5.5 percent simple Interest,
of 1931 to 85 cents a barrel in :
It would grow to more than $176,000 by age 65.
:
June of 1932.)
Now, at age 65, the average married worker gets $313 per
But it was during the:
month and bas about 101 months left to live. That means be
Depression of the 1930s, and :
gets back approximately $32,000 from his $176,000, or about 20
particularly with respect to the
percent of wbat It cost him.
National Recovery Act of 1933
But that's not all. For every $2 over $417 a month the over(NRA) , that all measure of
65 worker earns, $1 Is deducted from his Social SecurIty
"free
pretense
concerning
benefits. On top of that, be must continue to pay Social
enterprise" was abandoned by
Security and income taxes. ThIs means that up to two-thirds
oil bUSiness people. Under the
of his Income may go to taxes.
separate oil code section of the
Of course, In the SocIal Security program, the money paid .
NRA (which was actually
In today ts immediately pald out to current beneficiaries. In
written by the American
1940, 250 workers pald In to support eacb worker collecting
Petroleum
Institute),
the
In 1970, the ratio was 5 to 1; by 1980 It will
benefits.
production of crude oil was to be
be3 to 1. Whenyouretlre ...GOOD LUCKl
legally
coordinated
with
demand (as determined by the
And so the people continue to ask for more solutions
state and its political clients).
through regulations, and the 20th century gods continue to
grant their wishes.
State prorationing laws were to
receive federal support. InBacchus, where are you when we need you?
terstate and foreign shipments
Sources :
Calculated according to current Social Security Administration
of oil were restricted to quotas
regulations and mandates as of January 1980. Calculations based on a
determined by Secretary of the
wage earner with a gross salary of $1000 a month .
Interior Ickes and a Petroleum
Inquiry, March 7, 1978
Administrative Board. The
Reserve Act of 1932 had already
First of a 7-part series reprinted from World Research '
Ink.
'
imposed duties on crude and
even higher duties on refined •
•
products mostly at the urging of •••• " •• "." •••• " •• "" •• """""."""".""""".". e.""" •••• """.".""""""""",,·
the IPAA . By the end of 1933, in
Supreme Court swept the entire oil cartel was closed by
summary, government and
NRA away in 1935, the Congress
President Eisenhower in 1959.
business interests had suc- without hearings - passed
At the intense urging of small
ceeded in cartelizing crude
Texas Senator Tom Connally's
independent
crude
oil
petroleum production.
bill (dubbed the Connally "Hot
producers, mandatory import
There were four "problems"
Oil" Act) that made it illegal to
quotas
were imposed on
that would have made the
transport
interstate
oil
"foreign" crude . Import conproducer cartel unstable and produced in violation of state
trois were also endorsed by
API
and
the
National
they were all eventually "ac- prorationing reqUirements. And
finally the courts. including the
Petroleum CounciL Thus, the
commodated." In 1935 the Inlast vestige of a dwindling
terstate Compact to Conserve Supreme Court, declared state
Oil and Gas was created (C.B . prorationing to be perfectly
"laissez-faire"
in
crude
production and selling was
Ames of Texaco had been a constitutional since its anleading industry advocate) to nounced intent was "coneliminated. and the industrycoordinate
and
dovetail servation " of resources in the
government
arrangement
legitimizing control over crude
prorationing decisions in the :'public interest" with only an
various states. Then when the inCidental effect on price.
oil supplies was virtually
The final loophole in the crude
complete.
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~ HOTDOG '4~

Shaft

STAND
Hot Dogs 341-DOGG
Deli Sandwiches 209 W. 8th
Open Mon.-Sat.ll a.m.-6 p.m.

Once upon a time there lived a king named Midas. One day,
after finding favor with mighty god Bacchus, Midas was
offered any gift he desired. UnheSitatingly, Midas asked that
everything he should touch would be turned to gold. This wish
was granted.
Midas delighted in his golden touch, transforming
everything within his reach. Then he became hungry and
ordered a sumptous meaL He reached for a piece of fruit and,
to his astonishment, it too turned to gold.
The king then realized that in his rashness he had grasped
for something that apparently brought immediate good, but
which, if continued, would hasten his death.
Seeing the drastic results that awaited him , Midas pleaded
with Bacchus to take back the 'gift'. In his great mercy, the
god Bacchus freed Midas from the blight of the Golden
Touch.
Bacchus and Midas have faded into the mists of the past,
but still the people yearn for the Golden Touch from the 20th
century gods ...
The people bave asked the 20th century gods to provide
financial security for all.

The "$144,000 Ripoff" Method

MISSOURI MINER

THE LAST
~~

student's attention on the part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

Open 1 p _m.-l a.m_ daily

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!
.:...-

Busch on Tap
1107 Pin.
36"-4334
Rolla, Missouri

HOT SANDWICHES
HOT CHILI

----'.----.....

~~~-~~~Miner Limericks-~.Q~~~--~There once was a farmer named Adams,
Who had quite a way with the madams.
His demand was so grand
That he oft times couldn't stand,
And his Indian friends called him Chief Glad-ems.

As the UMR history prof. arose,
The seat of his gaudy red plaid clothes
Got caught on a nail
And then out broke all hell
As the poor man's pink bottom got froze.

But Civils ain't none much too smart.
For history they don't give a fart.
They'll build bridges and roads,
But that dumb bunch of toads
Don't even know who invented the cart.

Our music department is chummy.
But there's one guy who's really quite Krumme.
He has a bald head
His chin's hairy instead
But in music he's nobody's dummy.

On the mining department does stink.
Their degree I've heard's rinky-dink-dink.
If you can't cut Civil
Take mining course drivel.
You'll be through just as quick as a wink.

Have you ever had speech with our Sam?
In class he's a clown and a ham.
I don't mean he's dumb,
He's as bright as they come.
For Sam I'll give more than a damn.

Then there's our Building and Grounds,
They roam like a pack of dumb hounds.
They play in the leaves,
Water sidewalks. not trees .
They're laughed at as UMR's·clowns.

A pox on those pissers at Parker,
Those dumb-dumbs that make my life darker.
My transcript? They lose it.
My student aid? They booze it.
And probation gets harder and starker.

One English professor's so Wise
We can't snow him with crap or our lies.
Now his grading's just ruthless
And his jokes are quite "couthless,"
But he can laugh and he's one of the guys.

J

Koenig's Kraziness

Last Week's
Leftovers

Thursday, February 28, 1980
MISSOURI MINER
Page 5

liThe Marriage-Go-Round"
ROLLA.
Mo.
"The
Marriage-Go-Round,"
a
comedy about the ordeals of
monogamy which delighted
New York audiences for 16
months. will be presented by
the Alpha-Omega Players at 8
p.m. Thursday , Feb. 28. in
Centennial Hall. University of
Missouri-Rolla .
The
appearance of the
Players. the performing group
of the Repertory Theater of
America. Rockport. Tex.. is
sponsored by the UMR Student
Union Board. The performance
is free and open to the public.
Tom Julesha and Mary Kim
Westervelt will play the roles in
which Charles Boyer and
Claudette
Colbert
starred
during the Broadway run. They
portray a companionable and '
loving couple whose marriage
is exposed to a tough test when
a siren turns up to tempt the
husband to sire a eugenically
perfect baby. Jenni Lamm will

be seen as the siren. a Swedish
professor's
glamorous
daughter. and Ned Bridges will
appear as a romantically inclined younger professor in the
college in upstste New York
where the play is set.
Much of the uproarious
success of " The Marriage-GoRound " is derived from the
skillful maneuverings of the
pursuing female to induce the
professor to collaborate with
her in her eugenic experiment.
The professor 's befuddled effort
to escape her seductive snares

and his wife 's homey commentaries as she tries to defend
her marriage add to the
merriment.
"The
Marriage-Go-Round"
was written by Leslie Stevens.
He is also the author of "The
Campagne Complex. " which
was produced on Broadway.
and
"Bullfight. "
an
offBroadway play which first
brought him to prominence .
The 'p erformance at UMR is
directed by Drexel H. Riley.
producer-director
of
the
Repertory Theater of America .

it Mon President. we plant a
Let's go
large quantity of drugs on your
dig up a turnip full of microfilm
Daughter Aimless, have her
in somebodies back yard. P.R.:
arrested, and sentence to the
I'd have to be something really
electric chair. President: Sir I
sensational though I mean
am suprised at you were can we
along the lines of the oil comhope to find a court that would
panies second set of books.
sentence a 10 year old girl to the
President: The question genelectric chair. Legal: Might I
telmen however is who do we
suggest we bribe someone after
put the blame on. Where could
all it has been done. PR: Can't
we find a charictor that people
you see it Mon President your
would
believe
would
do
heart rendering refusel to insomething that dumb who's not
terfere even though it means
in elected office. National
Security: It's somewhat out of . the death of your daughter!
President: Well I suppose I
my field, but might I suggest
could always have the governor
Long Gone Spinks the former
commute the sentence to life
heavy
weight
champion .
imprisonment. She can learn a
Legal: Gentlemen I've listened
good trade in the big house and
to this long enough! Comit's not much different than the
munism we might as well bring
Public Schools I've let here
back witchhunts. The answer is
attend. Why Not? Well now that
quite simple we must place the
the nomenations taken care of
President in such a possition of
what about November. I Perpersonal crisis that he must
sonaly have great faith in the
sacrifice his all for to maintain
young men and women of our
the dignity of his office. The
country. If we draft them both
perfect plan would be one in
which he renounces all active
"I apologize. This week's
campaigning and locks himself
with in the white house to carry
column is especially bad" Bob Koenig
the burden alone. P.R. I've got

GRELLNER
SALES & SERVICE, INC.

3 TACOS FOR $1.00

Distributor of Miller, Miller
Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon,
Andeker & Lowenbrau

$unday-5 p.m.-9 p.m., Thursday-5 p.m.-9 p.m.

If you are having a party,

III

contact our campus reps.
1011 Kingshighway
Rolla . MO
364-5171

_

~

.-

JOE GABRIS
364·2930

or

"

JERRY FREDERICKS 364·5226
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CBN (t~CORNER
Communications industry
still has its heroes
by Scott Hessek
Heroes come in different sl'\apes and sizes. One is
a lanky , middle-aged Washington attorney who stuck up
for what was right when the going got rough, and kept
many unfortunate things from happening on your
television screen.
Another is now a senior vice-president at a major
communications conglomerate on the West Coast. He
is a devout Catholic who stood up at a little-known trade
meeting in Atlanta in 1978 and helped prevent a major
Hollywood film distributor from putting pornographic
movies on satellite.
Still another is a man with a Cajun accent who ran
a cable television system in Louisiana , and fought
valiantly in a losing battle against the home office, which
wanted to put an ' R' -rated movie service regularly on
the cable serving a sleepy Southern . community.
Yet another is a Michigan housewife who, like a
modern Joan of Arc , rallied the citizens of her college
town against efforts by the ultra-liberal city council to
ban Christian programs from the local cable TV system.
In this case, it was the city council who got burned .
You probably won't read of these people in the
Times or your local daily newspaper. Their territory is
televised and cable communications, and their
battlegrounds are the meeting rooms, the city council
chambers and the endless state and national trade
conventions and seminars going on almost daily across
America .

The new arena

i ii
IIlii

II
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
d ______.....:w
.;.;o:;;r:.;k~that ~t! Recei~ing a

The smoke-filled rooms now changing the destiny of
America have shifted from the .political to the
communications arena . The knights doing battle on the
side of right often must pit their faith and convictions
against an endless barrage of computer print-outs,
studies, reports, Neilsens and psychographics graphing
out 'facts' on how to. manipulate the public into watching
and/ or subscribing to their product.
There are hopeful signs that the heroes are making
progress. The demand for family programming is still
making the stations and services which offer clean
entertainment at the top of the list of those gr..owing in
viewing audiences . And the box-office attraction of
movies such as 'Star Wars,' 'Senji' and ' Mountain Family
Robinson' should say something to those charged with
creating American entertainment .
Sut the battle to have Hollywood clean up its act
is a continuing one. The lanky lawyer who is the former
head of a major cable television association will reveal
some of the behind the scenes actions by those planning
to manipulate viewing when he appears as a guest on
'The 700 Club' this month. His warnings to programmers'
during his tenure with the cable association should be
emblazoned on the office walls of every programming
executive. What he said, as memory serves me,
was-"You're all so anxious to do anything in
programming to get that last buck on the table ... exploiting sex, violence and crime to get every last viewer. You
are the biggest threat the communications industry has
ever faced . If you succeed in this, ultimately there won't
be any last buck . There may not even be an
America."

(

student's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Classified
For Sale

Lady's Diamond wedding ring.
Must sell!!! For information call
John at 364-7986.
For Sale : SR51A Texas in·
strument charger. Call 341-3686. Ask
for Nerd.

For Sale : 1973 Chevy Cheyanne
Super ',- ton pickup. Excellent
condition. Sport wheels, stereo, and
bed cover. Call 364-2314 and ask
Brian Rasch .

Wanted
Wanted : Ride or riders to
University of Arkansas Fayetteville
to leave Friday afternoon, February
29th, and return Sunday. For information call J . W. at 364·9901 or
364-9984.

Personals
The liquor inspector has just
added four new party animals to its
ten most wanted list: Mary, Lisa,
Cecilia, and Sue.
To Her,
When I 'm really down and I know
it's all up, that's when I look for you.
You are the one to share my dreams
and feel with me. You are the one to
hold me close.
Sure, I've played around a lot in a
lot of places, but I just couldn't bring
myself to touch them . I was afraid,
afraid that if I did I would find out
they weren't real, only plastic dolls
that couldn't really understand. I
know you're waiting out there
somewhere, and I'm waiting too.
You have to be there; if you weren't
I 'd get all shakey and sort of hurt
down deep inside. You see, without
you, I'm not real either. If someone
can't love, and can 't touch, and can't
feel for another human being, he
might as well riot exist. And right
now I don ' t exist.
Not even like the others, the ones
who play-act at living, the ones who
touch and mingle and pass without
really joining their spirits . I've been
cheated so much by them, and I
recognize them for what they are,
but I'm even worse off than they.
For, at least they believe they're
alive. I can't even do that, until you
come and awake me.
I just wanted to tell you this so that
maybe you'd think of me a little. I 'm
sorry if I bothered you, please don't
be angry . When you're conscious,
sometimes it gets very lonely being
dead.
Signed,

TV COMPULOO SERVICES, INC.

(Continued on Page

8)

EG&G
In Las Vegas
Will Give Your Career
A WilI1D Feeling.
las Vegas is the place where people go when they
want to have a good time ... in style.
EG&G Energy Measurements Group has made this
action city our home.
We found it an ideal spot for aggressive Engineers and
Programmers to live the good life for experiencing demanding career assignments. The climate is warm and
the day perfect for waterskiing, golf and tennis. Whatever you need .

Look into what's happening now at EG&G.
Don't graduate without talking to the EG&G recruiters .
We'll be visiting your campus on Tuesday, Miuch 4,
1980 to discuss these opportunities:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS /
FIBERS·OPTICS
These assignments are involved with providing expertise in areas such as lasers . fiber-optic transmis·
sion, integrated optics and electrical optical A / D con·
vertors. We're looking for candidates having a BS or
advanced degree in a related area of scielTCe or engineering.

FIELD ENGINEERS
Provide field engineering support for a variety of instrumentation system elements including microcom-

puters, microwave systems, telemetry and PCM systems and various A / D convertors. Requires testing,
troubleshooting , design, report preparation and customer contact skill. BS degree required.

ELECTRONIC DESIGN
ENGINEERS
I~volved

in the design and development of a variety

of digital circuits and systems utilized in energy mea-

surement applications. Projects will include designing
with high speed integrated and discreet components
as well as microprocessor and minicomputer applica-

15 % off with student 1.0. on all
SEIKO DI·GITALS
The new Seiko Quartz ~igital Alarm
Chronograph. It times. It count.s. It even
resets itself.
Featuring a continuou s readout in hours, minutes, seco_nds ,
month, day and date . Plus a 15 hour / 59 minute interval
timer that rings when the set time is up. And begins the
countdown interval again automatically. The standard alarm
can ring at a specific time on any day or every day of the
week . Or every hour on the hour. And, as a stopwatch
precise to 1/ 100 of a second . it displays lap time and total
elapsed time simultaneously. Water-resistant to 100 feet.
Superbly accurate and dependable. In stainless steel with a
blue dial frame. Also in yellow with a brown dial fr·ame.
Seiko Quartz.

-~~~
~~....:::
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715 Pine Street
Rolla. MO
364-2142
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Thursday. February 28. 1980
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Thursday. January 31. 1980
(Continued From Page 19)

tions. Minimum BS degree with all levels of experience
considered .

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS
These openings involve writing new software, modifying
. existing software and providing documentation for sev-

eral PDP-II instrumentation systems running in a realtime environment. Familiarity with PDP-I I systems
highly desirable. A BS degree required .
Make

all appo intm ~n t

toda y at

YI.J U (

Pl ace m ent Center

to visit with us on Tuesday, March 4. 1980. If you won't
be a bl e to m ee t with us in person, we invite you to
send YO-ur resume to the a ddress belo\l.', or you may call

us COLLECT in Las Vegas at (7 02) 739·050 1.
Oon't miss us while we're there. Be sure to sign your
name on our Recruiting Schedule located in your .

Placement Office .
An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F I H
lJ.S . Citizenship required .

EGgG
Energy Measurementa -Group
P.O . Box 1912
las Vegas, Nevada 89101

Thursday, February 28, 1980
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Ugly Man Explained

By WAYNE SCHMIDT
The "Green Rush " is on folks
and I gotta run but here's the
way the next week looks :
Fri. , 2-29: Names of manure
spreader pullers, non-float
entry and typed detailed
description of float into Vince
Grelle at Sigma Nu.
Deep Jaws at Ritz - 11: 00.
3-3:
SNAKES!
Mon.
Shillelaghs and walking sticks
on campus for freshmen and
green ties for transfer students.
Extravaganza mugs go on
sale.
7:00 radio interview on
KMNR with the St. Pat's Board.
Wea., 3-5 : Meeting for the 12
float chairmen at 6:30 at Kappa
Sigma.
Thur., 3-6 : It begins. Court
elections!
Oh, yea , just like the billboard
l',,, miles east of Rolla on 1-44
says, "Where else is green a
way of life?"

he wears a green windbreaker
to identify him. He then works
hard for the next month helping
with the final preparations of
St. Pat's. Then in the middle of
April he is initiated onto the St.
Pat 's Board .
After being initiated he then
becomes a Junior Rep and if he
is deemed responsible and
capable enough, by the officers
of the St. Pat's Board, he is
awarded a Junior Rep Committee Chairmanship: A Junior
Rep Committee can be anything
from Float and Parade to
Sweatshirts to Queens. The
Junior Rep then heads his own
committee as well as serves on
several other committees.
Then in the beginning of
September of the following fall
semester the Junior Reps get
their new Board Jackets and go
through the enjoyable experience of Jacket Initiation.
The work and preparation
continues all through the fall
Did you know how the St. Pat's · and then really gets hectic
Board is organized?
come the spring semester as the
A man gets elected to be a Board builds to the climax of St.
Baby Rep on the St. Pat's Board Pat's. It is then the Tuesday of
in the spring semester about St. Pat's Week when the Junior
one
month
before
the Rep gets his jacket sleeves
celebration. While a Baby Rep written on by Senior and

Alumni Reps . It IS tnen the
Thursd ay after St. Pat's when
the Junior Rep gets voted to be
a Senior Representative on the
St. P at 's Board and only then an
official member of the Board.
Two weeks following this the
new officers of the Board ar e
elected from the new Senior
Rep class . If a man was not
quite good enough to be elected
to an office he may still be
awarded one of nine possible
Senior Rep committee chairmanships. He then serves in his
capacity for the next year until
the next St. Pat's. Then on the
Thursday night, one week
before the Extravaganza, _St.
Pat and the ten members of his
Court are then elected from
among the hardest working and
most deserving of the Senior
Rep class.
Then come tbe next St. Pat's
of the following year he is an
Alumni Board Rep and can then
enjoy the orgasmic experience
of "painting the streets" come
Parade Morning of St. Pat's.
And so it is,
But who asked?

For years here at UMR signs
have been seen up on the
Student Union stating, "U gly
Man party at - - - Saturday"
or " Theta Ta u Ugly Man Disco"
and you may wonder. " How the
heck did a chari ty get to be
called Ugly Man?" Well, to be
perfec tly hones t we don't know.
Years ago, when the member s
of Theta Tau decided to become
servi ce oriented and money
started to be donated, for legal
reasons a new name was pi cked
and for some unknown reason
"U gly Man" was the name.
We' r e not sure why but it has
proven very successful.
Each year the members of
Theta Tau plan and put on
CaSino Night, Pizza Night,
Homecoming and Mothers Day
Mums, the Calendar, Freshman
of the Y ear and Homecoming
How-Down. Participation from
students, faculty and townspeople makes all of these
functions a great success. But
these are only a part of what
makes Theta Tau successful.
On top of this, almost every
campus living unit whether
dormitory ,
fraternity
or
housing unit deSignates one
person "Ugly Man" and he
plans and organizes any event
from which money is donated.
At the end of the year each Ugly

Man tota ls the money his
organization has com piled and
makes a donation.
The top three or ganizations
donating mos t money r eceive a
trophy and all Ugly Men ar e
tr ea ted to a banquet. This is a
little way to recognize these
guys for their efforts.
By th is ti me I guess you 'r e
wondering where all this money
goes. Donations in the l ast two
year s have been to the Rolla
Ar ea Sheltered Workshop, St.
Patricks Church, A $2,000
donation to Rolla Area Big
Brother s-Big Sisters, $3,000 to
Rolla Cerebral Palsey School,
$1,000 to the Roll a Optimist
ClUb. This years pledges include $500 to the new Local
Organization
for
Various
Emergencies
(LOVE )
and
$1 ,600 to Phelps County Hospital
for furnishing a semi-private
room .
The members of Theta Tau
thank everyone for their contributions and now every time
you see a sign on the Student
Union you can know all the
money from tliese beer busts go
to good causes in the Rolla area.
Believe it or not, every time you
get real drunk and have a
terrible hangover you can think
to yourself " I did that for
charity."

Tonight 8- Every

THURSDA• Y NIGHT
IS

LADIES NIGHT
at ·t he Attic Lounge
We are proud to present one of the top th ree Rock 'N Roll Bands
from the St. Louis area.

ACTS
For three Jam Packed Ni ghts

beginning this Thursday, Feb. 28th
Ladies admitted FREE of charge every Thursday Night/Guys $1 .00

THE ATTICLOUIGE
., . -

Tenth & Pine
Rolla, MO
364-1058
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Personals
(Continued from Page 6)
Cuba, Missouri here they come.
Inside out - outside in; lelt to
right - right to lelt .... Beware party
animals.
Happy birthday Matt, Chris, and
Donna! From the Sig Taus.

Disco Donna: Should we celebrate
your birthday at Kroger? Maybe
Rob will take you. (Imagine that!)
Have a real sleezy 20th. (Say no
more!) Love, your two (avorite
scumbags.

To Mike Sickendick; you're OK lor
a hick, Love your (avorite S. P.

To the "Cookie Lady", who
works at McDonald's: You have
such a sweet smile, I have to
find out more about you. But it
will have to wait until after St.
Pat's because third place isn't
good enough.
To Kevin I. and Dennis D., thanks
(or the sex, drugs, rock and roll.
Signed two wild and crazy ladies.
To my secret pal whose name Isn't
in the right place , how about a hint.
Ken

~I I Grou ndwoves

Hili

After months of extensive
training the final push is on the
way. An entire 5000 person plus
team has trained with diligent
self discipline and intenSity for
this annual athletic com·
petition. As in the past, some
are practicing for specialized
events, others preparing for an
assault in all events and the rest
in it just for t{le dru .. er fun of it
all.
Some of the old veterans will
return soon to see how the new
team is fairing and to remind
themselves of past trials,
tribulations and triumphs.
The rookies mill around
following the motions of the
more experienced partiCipants,
trying to catch a tip or two.
Many are naive victims of.
games played on them by the
wiser folks who were once
trapped in a similar situation.
ONLY 13 MORE DAYS.
YEEHAH!!!!!! That's right
folks, less than two weeks until
the emotional, physical and
mental release of st. Pats. I
only hope everyone can survive
that long.
Speaking of well trained, just
as· a side note, congrats to Eric
Heiden and the u.S. Olympic
Hockey Team for a splendid
performance. Let's use this as a
standard for the first St. Pats
bash of the 'SO 's.
Back to the local scene, it's
.going to...Qe a superb week ovp.r

the airwaves with a number of
fine albums being featured .
If you're quick you can catch
Tom Dooling's album side
feature at 1 p.m. the Talking
Heats album "Fear of Music"
side 2, immediately followed by
NFCB at I: 30 "When the
Workers Buy the Factory".
Thursday at midnight on
Improvisations, Dave Strahorn
features
Marvin
Hannibal
Peterson's album "Hannibal in
Antibes".
Sunday on Blues For Rolla
Professor Yakey makes a
surprise appearance to feature
the Nighthawks latest release
"Full House" at 8 p.m. Later on
that same evening Dale H.ursh
comes your way with Sonny
Fortune's "Waves of Dreams".
Cat Steven's album "Catch
Bull at Four" will be the album
track on the Rolling Bozo Revue
withJ.R.atmidnightMonday.
NFCB on Tuesday at 1 p.m.
features part one of a two part
show, "The Challenge of Outer
Space."
A very special Artist Feature
begins at 10 p.m. Tuesday
evening as Kirby brings you the
legendary vocals of Janis
Joplin.
At 9 a.m. on Wednesday Ric
Davis presents part one of a
special two part album feature
with the first of a double record
set from Be Bop Deluxe entitled
"Live In the Air Age".

----------COUPON - - - - - - - - - -

ggc

all you can eat!
with coupon
6:30 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Expires March 5, 1980

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
. Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.
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ThursdayJebruary 28, 1980
Crumb
Happy birthday,
sweetie! My wish (or you: love to
surround you, warm memories to
cheer you, good (ortune to walk
beside you, and happiness to (ill your
heart - Love, Me.
To the Bill that is engaged to the
girl at Wash. U. That's too bad,
because I think you're cute! Hope to
see you drinking tonight I
Hunk o( my dreams: Stender me!
Wanted : Date with an attractive
. coed. Must have a nice personality
with a slight touch o( masochism . I
am available any night. Call 3&1·9972
and ask (or Jell in 736.

It Hap·pened Here ...
50 years ago this week
Herr-Hencken's 10-piece orchestra signed for St. Pat's dances
and play .
25 years ago this week
St. Pat's Board presents hit broadway play Grove".

"The Velvet

Later that afternoon Uncle
15 years ago this week
Dave brings you an album that
New emphasis on Humanities placed in Engineering
is better than its title is long. At
curriculum.
4 p.m. on the Bluegrass Variety
Show the Deleware Water
5 years ago this week
Gap's album " From the Rivers
Miners capture first MIAA conference crown for Basketball.
of Babylon to the Land of Jazz"
will be tracked.
To round out the week that
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer/ year round . $800·2000
Kirby
mellow
squaggie
monthly! Parks, fisheries, teaching , and more! 198Q
presents Robin Trower's latest
employer listings, information, $3. Alasco, Box 2480-,
effort "Victims of Fury" · at
midnight Wednesday.
Goleta, CA 93018.
.
Don't forget to pick up your
free KMNR program guide at
the U. Center candy counter to
inform you on what be gwine on
here.
"If you got a dollar you got a
friend"
John Lee Hooker
Have ·a good 'un over St. Pats . il
Dr. DeRanged

How About an
Engineering
Career in
Los Angeles?
Openings available with the
Department of Water and
Power for engineering
graduates in civil, electrical,
mechanical and sanitary
engineering with strong
technical training and good
communications skills.

PANCAKES

~

<Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
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Entry Level Positions
Start at $1701 Per Month
PLANNING
DESIGN
WATER QUALITY
CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OPERATIONS
Contact Career Planning and Placement
Center at your school or write to or call:
Ray Adams, Engineering Recruitment Office
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Room 503
P.O. Box 111 , Los Angeles , CA 90051
Telephone (213) 481·4542

• Career Oriented Employment
• Professional Development
Opportunity
• Job Stability
• Advancement Based on Merit
• Equal Employment Opportunity
• Group Health and Life Insurance
• Excellent Retirement Plan
• Paid Vacation and Holidays
• Reimbursement for Graduate
Study at Local Universities
• Credit Union
• Other Employee Benefits

We will be interviewing on your campus soon.
Check your Career Planning and Ptacement Office
for an interview appointment.

----------COUPON - - - - - - - - - .:...-
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By ANDY EDELMAN
Nat10aal Nen Bureau
The last thing anyone needs
when purchasing a camera is
confusion. But thanks to the
advanced technology developed
by
camera
manufacturers
worldwide, there are so many

turning to 35mm single-lens
reflex cameras because of their
ease of operation, advanced
automation which assures good
pictures, and extraordinary
versatility. In fact, selecting a
35mm SLR is a natural for
anyone who 's really interested
in keeping up with photography,

Buver's
35MM CAMERAS
Guide

models on the market today
that you may not be sure which
is the best for your needs.
Here's a brief look at the different kinds of cameras ; which
make you choose is a lengthier
problem, one which you should
attack at a camera shop which
carries all models.
Pocket cameras are usually
the first photographic tools used
- and there are some good
reasons why . First of all, you
can tote along a pocket model
almost anywhere you go. They
are quick loading - all you do is
drop in a cartride of llO format
film - and they don't require
much fussing or adjustment to
get good results . Many of
today's pocket cameras are
quite versatile. For indoor
picture-taking, they accept
some sort of flash or have a
flash built in.
Popular extra features on
some pocket models include
built-in lenses for close-up or
telephoto pictures, a variety of
settings for better focusing, and
exposure control for different
lighting conditions .
One step beyond pocket
cameras brings you to 35mm
compact models, which use the
larger format 35mm film and
offer greater versatility. Known
as "rangefinder" or "zonefocusing" cameras, they 're
generally light and quite
compact, and have the advantage of using the larger
35mm film, which enables
crisper enlargements. Some
models offer the practical
advantage of automatic exposure settings that leave you
free to concentrate on your
subject.
Unlike 355mm SLR (singlelens reflex) cameras, which
offer interchangeable lenses,
35mm rangefinder and zonefocusing models have fixed
lenses.
Nonetheless,
their
compact size, easy operation
and relative versatility make
these cameras an ideal way to
enjoy the quality of 35mm
photography.
More and more people are

because it lets you do so much
more.
You
can
change
your
photographic vision from the
"fisheye" view of an ultra-wideangle lens to the details study of
a distant subject with a
telephoto lens if you have a
35mm SLR camera.

Closed Mondays
Hwy . 63 S. Rolla
364 - 1971

---_

........

Pay one. hundred, two hundred, three hundred dollars. Right
here at thiS table here you can get your green here, right here!
Our green is fantastic here and you can get it her e. You can 't find
any gr een greener than our green r ight her e. So get all your green
her e, right here, yes you too can have this green in your own
home, her e. But hurry 'cause this green her e is go'en like hot·
cakes here. If you got an old mother-in-law you can trade her in
here on your green here. Yes you too can wear your green here
and be your own Irishm an like Uncle Leanar d her e.
Uncle Leanar d

SISSY SPACEK lDMMY LEE JONES
"COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER"
also starring BEVERLY Dl\NGELO LEVON HELM Screenplay by lDM RICKMAN
Based on the Autobiography by LORETIA LYNN with GEORGE VECSEY
Executive Producer BOB LARSON Produced by BERNARD SCHWARTZ
Directed by MICHAEL APTED A BERNARD SCHWARTZ Production A UNIVERSAL PICTURE li;I

DELICIOUS ME·XICAN
FOOD

Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS

You,

She was married at 13.
She had four kids
by the time she was 20.
She's been hungry and poor..
She's been loved and cheated on.
She became a singer and a star
because it was the only way
she knew to survive.

-

Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches

With a 35mm SLR, you look
directly through the camera
lens to frame your pictures. The
image you see is what you'll
get. Virtually all of today's SLR
models offer a through-the-lens
light meter, which measures
the light and lets you know what
combination of lens opening .
aperture (or " f/stop" ) and
shutter speed is best. If you
elect one of the new automatics,
the camera sets the exposure so
you can pay full attention to
your subject. For maximum
creativity , some automatic
models also offer manual
override.
There are virtually
no
limitations on what you can do
with a 35mm SLR camera. You
can vary lens opening and
shutter speed combinations for
different effects, or select
lenses and filter s to create the
visual effects that reflect the
artist in you . Best of all, you
really don't need to be either a
millionaire or a technical whiz
to own and successfully use a
35mmSLR.

~

I
PG

PARENTAl GUIOANC! SlmsnD

<IDI>

Opening March 7 at a theatre near you
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student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Miner B-Ballers Split Two
By CHRIS WILSON
UMR completed its season
away from home last Saturday,
when they met the top-ranked
Central Missouri State Mules.
The Miners gave CMS all they
could handle in their first
meeting, but came up two
points short on a last second
follow shot. Saturday's contest
was not much different. The
game was close throughout,
with neither team assuming
anything resembling a commanding lead. Unfortunately,
UMR came up on the short end
again, when Leonardo Lucas's
tip-in at the buzzer was
disallowed. The 76-74 defeat
saddled the Miners with their
sixth two-point loss in their last
nine outings, and left them with
a 4-6 conference record.
Central scored the first four

points of the game, and
gradually stretched their lead
to 18-10 after the first six
minutes and thirty seconds of
the opening half. UMR then
came back, and captured its
first lead of the game at 26-24,
by outscoring the Mules 16-6
over the next five minutes of
play. The Miners never trailed
during the final 8:31 of the first
half, but they couldn't pull away
by more than four points. Rick
Fuermann gave UMR its last
lead of the evening with 1: 51 left
to play, only to have Roy
Pearson tally thirty seconds
later, producing a 37-38 firsthalf deadlock.
. Bill Fennelly took game
scoring honors with 25 points,
but he did his worst damage to
UMR in a 90 second span. After
CMS controlled the opening tip,
Fennelly reeled off seven

Thursday, February 28, 1980
MISSOURI MINER
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straight points, and UMR
suddenly found themselves
trailing by seven points. After a
much needed time-out, UMR
scored four quick points, but
started slipping back. CMS kept
right on playing, and Bill
Fennely's first two-pointer
since his seven-point surge put
the Mules ahead 62-52 with 11: 15
showing on the clock . Suddenly,
UMR came to life, outscoring
Central 18-8 during the next six
minutes of play, and knotting
the score at 70-70. However, the
storybook ending was not to be.
TWo more buckets by each side
left the score at 74-74, with time
running out.
Using their
previous last second loss to
Central as experience, the
Miners fouled with fourteen
seconds remaining to get the
basketball. Ray Stozier hit both
ends of a one-and-one, to make
it 76-74. The strategy nearly
worked to perfection, but Derek
Nesbitt missed with
two
seconds left, and Lucas's tip
was
not
allowed
in
a
questionable judgment call.
The
Miners
rebounded
fiercely Monday night, when
they returned home to host the
Southwest
Missouri
State
Bears.
SMS had handed UMR one of
its two-point losses several
weeks ago, so the Miners were
seeking revenge.

Lady Miners Lqse In State
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR women's basketball team traveled to Joplin last
weekend to compete in the State
Tournament. Lady luck and a
mild case of the jitters combined to deprive the Lady
Miners, as they lost in the first
round to Northeast Missouri
State, the number 1 seed, by a
score of 66-55.

In the first half, the Rolla
cagers couldn't seem to do
anything right, as they shot at a
26% clip from the floor for the
first 20 minutes. Along with the
poor shooting came a lack of
aggression and no motion. They
left the floor at the end of the
first half down by 14.
The Lady Miners looked like a
different team in the second
half, however. They made a

NOON BUFFET-ll:30-1:30
Also Tuesday Night, 5-8 p.m.
All the Pizza,
Soup and Salad
You Can Eat Only
Jet. 63 & Pine

$2 69
•

significant improvement on
their shooting percentage, and
fought back until, with six
minutes left, they pulled to
within nine points.
They
COUldn't improve on that
margin, and when the ' final
buzzer sounded,
Northeast
Missouri State left the floor a
victor by an 11 point span.
Northeast Missouri State
play!!d a good game, and Coach
Caruso wasn't ashamed of her
team's performance. She felt
that "the second half showed
that we could play with them ."
It's a shame that both halves
count. Northeast shot at a 41 %
clip from the floor, and when
their ace player Jarrard was
shut down, her teammates took
up the slack very well .
Coach Caruso was pleased
with her team 's performance
this year, and said that the
team's 13-8 record did not show
that this year's team was better
than last year's 15-6 squad, but
anyone who saw both teams
play would agree that this
year's edition was much better.
And the future looks bright,
too . Graduating seniors include
Barb
Berry
and
Karen
Williamson, this year 's Most
Valuable Player, but there
remains a "good nucleus for
next year," in Coach Caruso's
words. Karen Williamson will
surely be missed, however. Her
performance in the last game
typified her year-long play, as
she collected 21 pOints and did
wh atever was asked of her.
Con gr atul ations should be given
to boUl fo.r fin ~. careers at UMR.

After trading baskets for the
first seven minutes, UMR took
control for three minutes and
opened up a 24-16 margin. At
this
point,
Springfield
responded, outdoing the Miners

21-10, to pull ahead 37-34 with
2: 08 remaining. The two teams
played out the first twenty
minutes evenly, and SMS left

(Continued on Poge 11)

M-Club
Athlete of the'Week
TbIa week's M-cIub Atblete of tbe week Is jUDlor Bill Spencer,

no qua1ifled for Natlonala In wrestling. Bill fIDlabed tile reauJar

. aeaaoa wreatlIDg at 158 pounds with a record of 23-9. After tbIa
aeaaoa be will bold 7 out of 10 a1DgJe season recorda and 4 out of II
career recorda_ Congratulations to one of tbe greatest wrestlers to
come out of UMR, Bill Spencer.

QUALITY CLEAN ERS

EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
REY -====-

SPORT shop

20% off ski gloves
10% off hiking boots
20% off
down jackets

10% off jogging suits
20%·50% off
some shoes

On Sale Now! St. Pat's
SWfi!at Shirts & St. Pat's
Youth Tee Shirts for 1980
1003 Pine Street

Rollo. MO

364-5495
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Tankmen Prepare For MIAA Championship
ByGE~YGOEKE

The UMR swim team competed against the University of
last
Missouri-Columbia
weekend, at Columbia last
week. They came up short on
the final score, as Mizzou
downed the Miners, 79-34.
Coach Bob Pease felt that his

swimmers didn't swim their
best times ever, but did do
respectable considering the
money that Mizzou puts into
their program.
A couple of Miners did have
their best performances ever,
however. Don Fearon scored
288.35 points in the one-meter
diving to set a new UMR varsity
record. He also took the three-

meter diving competilon. Mike
Clyburn also swam his best
ever, as he finished the 100·yard
backstroke in just 56.OS seconds
to finish second in that event.
Other second place finishes
were captured by Ray Gill in
the one-meter diving (284.40
points), Mark Ewers in the 200
individual medley, and · Paul '
Stricker in the 500 free (4 : 58.5).

Also, the 400 free relay team of
Shive, Foster, Tice and Smith
won their event, as Mizzou's 400
relay team was disqualified.
The Miner Tankmen close out
their season with the MIAA
Conference Meet this weekend.
UMR is expected to take the
championship, with the only
steep competition expected to
come from the Southeast

Missouri State team. The meet
will be held in Cape Girardeau
at the SEMO pool, but Coach
Pease is optimistic about his
team's chances, as the Miners
defeated the Indians in their
own pool earlier in the season.

(Continued from Page 10)
the floor leading 41-40.
Second half sbooting was at
both ends of the spectrum. The
Mlnen sizzled, hitting 62 percent from the field, and 21 of 24
finished third In the 126 lb.
from the charity stripe. Most of
weight calss but this was not the free throws came down the
enough to qualify for the stretch when the Bears,
desperate for the ball fouled
National ChampionShips.
UMR every time down the floor.
Even with their hot shooting.
the game was still in the
balance with only 5: 00 left in the
game. This was due to Springfield's shooting which was
and it. will end next Monday.
hot. thi -Sears hit one more
The semi-finals will be beld
field goal in the half than UMR
tonight.
(19 to 18), but they threw lip 20
more shots (49 to 29). The final
Tbe Men's playoffs start
tonight. Campus Club will meet 2:35 saw UMR convert 13 of 14
the winner of the GDI, Phi Kap, free throws, while Derek
Tech Engine coin toss, and ABS Nesbitt put tile finishing touch
will play Beta Sig in the other on a well deserved 97-82 victory
Division I match. In Division II, with a last second lay-up.
Manor Inn will play Delta Tau, Nesbitt led Miner scorers with
and RHA will lock horns with 26, with Leonardo Lucas adding
Wesley. Those games will be at 22 points and 8 assists, in
possibly his last performance
7: 15 and 8: 15 tonight.
as a Miner. Gary Riechmann
provided strong support off the
Next Monday, the schedule
is: Men 's Third Place Games at bench, with 13 points and
several key rebounds. Rick
4:45, Women 's Finals at 6:00,
Fuermann and Jeff Kipp added
Men's Finals-Division II at 7: IS,
14 pOints apiece, and Calvin
and Men 's Finals-Division I at
Horhn turned in another fine
8:30.
defensive effort. Good Job
Miners!

Bill Spencer Qual-ifies For Nationals
BJJOBNCBOW
Last Weekend the Miner
Matmen traveled to Central
Missouri State University . to
compete in the 19110 ' Missouri
Intercotlegiate
Athletic
Association Wrestling Championships.
Although the Miners finished
last out of seven teams, there
was a bright spot. BtU Spencer,
who bas been wrestling excellently as of late. qualified to
compete in the National
Spencer
Championships.
earned this opportunity because
he was the unanimous selection
for the wild card position as he
finished runner up to Kevin
Readshaw
from
Central
Missouri State University in the
158 lb. weight class. Thus, he
becomes the sixth wrestler in

the history of UMR Varsity
Wrestling to
a shot at
Nationals.
According to Coach Joe
Keeton, Spencer is wrestling

earn

the best he ever has. Spencer's

year

record for the
now stands
at 23-10. It shoUld also be noted

that Fred Kummer from UMR

good

Intramural Basketball
By GERRY GOEKE
This week marked the end of
the regular season for all Intramural
Basketball
participants, and the playoffs will
commence tonight.
In Men's action, Campus Club
won League I of Division I with
a perfect 6-0 record. Beta Sig
earned the other playoff berth
with a 5·1 slate.
There is a bit of a complication in the results in

League II of Division I. ABS
took first place with a 7~
record, but three teams, Phi
Kap, GDI. and Tech Engine,
tied for second place with !)-2
recQrds. Each team has split
between the other two, and so
that playoff spot was decided by
a coin toss yesterday.
In Division II action, RHA
took first place honors in
League I with a 5~ record, and
Delta Tau took the other playoff
spot with a 4-1 record. In
League II, Manor Inn and
Wesley will go to the playoffs,
as Manor Inn took first (7-0),
and Wesley finished second (61).

RAVENOUS?
364-3214
Call

On the Women's side, ABS
won League I, finishing 4·0, and
Stardusters were on their tail
with a 3-1 slate. Chi 0 took
League II with an unblemished
4-0 record, and MSRA earned
the
other
playoff
berth,
finishing 3-1.
The Women's playoff tournament opened Tuesday night,

, Christopher Jewelers ,
, 903 Pine Roila, MO 364-2264',
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1980 BUSINESS &
D.P. GRADUATES

Pizza

In The Forum
Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla. Mo.

~

LOOK TO THE 80's
.•• LOOK TO CASTLE
AM Castle, a respected leader in the metal industry will
be visiting your college campus on :

MARCH 6, 1980
Our representative will be discussing career oppor·
tunities in the following fields :

• Management
• Computer Science
• Marketing & Development

NOTICE TO ENGINEERS
May and Summer Graduates

Locations we will be recruit ing for are in Frank li n Park ,
IL, Rockford , IL, Kansas City , MO , Davenport , IA . &
Milwaukee. WI.

MASON & HANGER-SILAS MASON CO., INC.
Engineers & Contractors since 1827
May have a career for yOU.
A prime contractor for the Department of Energy in
nuclear weapon manufacture and assembly.
BS/MS ME, EE, IE, ChE and Arch.

Castle Metals looks forward to meeting seniors who
will be graduating this year and talking about a goal
you 've worked so hard to achieve. Please co ntact your
Placement Office for further deta ils on our visit to your
college campus . If unable to attend please send
your resume to:

Employment Manager

castle Metals

Interviewing on campus March 6, 1980
Sign up at Placement Office today

A.M. Castle & Co.
3400 No. Wolf Rd.
Franklin Park, IL 60121.

An equol opportunity employer M / F
' • •,-,. " .... ,,-,Jt.

Equal

# •••• : ,........ # . .

oppor'~n.' ~Y._Em.~./~Y~:.~/~••••• • •1.1.111.... _••.

...
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS & COMPUTER SCIENCE GRADS.

You're invited to a special

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS

ROLLA
OPEN HOUSE
Wednesday, March 5
St. Pat's Ballroom, Student Union
5:00 P.M.-9:00 P.M.
'"

i li
'll .

ItII'

* MOVIES

* TECHNICAL
PRESENTATIONS
Come learn about the state of the art and
advanced electronics technologies in
aviation.

Come see movies of the F.,15 Eagle,F-1S '
Hornet, AVSB Advanced Harrier and Harpoon Missile.

* FOOD/REFRESHMENTS
* MEET TECHNICAL
MANAGERS
Director, Electr.onics Engineering
Chief Laboratory Engineer
Chief Electronics Engineer
Chief Engineer, Guidance and Control

* LEARN ABOUT PERMANENT
AND SUMMER JOB
OPPORTUNITIES

Come learn more about McDonnell
Douglas and join us for sandwiches and
hors d'oeuvres.

We'll see you
Wednesday, March 5

Representatives will be prepared to discuss current openings and summer intern
positions available.

/MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
u.s.

Citizenship required. An equal opportunity employer.
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